


Little stories—whether fictitious “dramatizations” or brief real-world accounts—inject a measure of 
compelling authenticity to any copy, and reliably boost its readability. In this first of four samples—
from a capabilities brochure for a high-level consulting firm—the boxed sections are actual client 
stories (minus names) that illustrate the particular service being highlighted in that section. 



This is from a capabilities brochure for a company marketing doctor/patient communication 
software. To illustrate how a particular feature/service of this would work, I made up stories (in dark 
green italics)—arguably a more effective device than just a bland product description. One on this 
page, two on the next. 





This single-page sample for UPS features a few made-up stories to allow a reader to “test-drive” a 
particular service by showcasing a scenario for which that service would be a fit (in italics at the top of 
each of the two columns below). 



This sample was an internal piece for BellSouth, directed towards their customer service reps. The 
goal: Give them the customer’s perspective on dealing with BellSouth, with an eye towards improving 
the service they deliver.  
  

To make the piece more engaging (i.e., more likely to be read), I suggested creating a fictitious story of 
the sales cycle of a customer, and everything that went into delivering superior service. I created and 
suggested the idea of VMOT’s (Virtual Moments of Truth), as a complement to actual Moments of 
Truth – the well-known concept in the customer-service world.  



This final sample is three examples of state-specific fact sheets (11 in all) created by The Foundation 
Center, a regional association of Southern foundations. The sheets were presented to those states’ 
congresspersons during the annual “Foundation on the Hill” (FOTH) gathering.  
  

The goal: Showcase the impact of foundations to create good in the world (and ensure continued 
funding). My job: Write one story, based on an interview with a pre-chosen foundation, epitomizing 
that state’s noteworthy foundation-related accomplishments. 






